Notes on Light Painting
By Dan Hyde, June 26, 2017
To do light painting, one needs to photograph in total dark. Inside a tunnel such as Poe Paddy Tunnel is
a great place for light painting since it is dark even at midday!
There are many ways to do light painting. The following are some examples:
1. Write words in the air using a small flashlight as a pen aimed at the camera. This light writing is great
for greeting card photos. However, remember you must write the words in reverse.
2. Use a flashlight to paint the foreground of a landscape taken at night, e.g., cacti in the desert. If you
use a flash, the close foreground probably will be too bright.
3. Move the camera to create a pattern while photographing fixed
lights. In the photo to the right of outdoor Christmas lights, I set
the camera for one-second exposure while I moved the camera in
a circle.

Members of Lewisburg Photography Club learning light painting in Poe Paddy Tunnel.

4. Paint with a flashlight specific places in a scene that you want to emphasize. Above Dan painted the
faces of the six people. Dan used a Canon 80D DSRL camera mounted on a study tripod with cable
release. Camera was set at F-22, ISO 1600, and Manual mode. Lens was on manual focus. Exposure
time was 10 seconds. Within the 10 seconds, Dan painted the faces of each of the six people with a
LED flashlight. No other light source was used.

Four members of Lewisburg Photography Club twirl lightsabers for ten seconds.
5. Move a colorful source of light in an interesting pattern. Same camera settings were used as previous
shot. During the 10 seconds, the four people twirled their lightsabers. No other light source was used.
Further Information on Light Painting:
1. B&H’s “Light Painting 101”
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/explora/photography/tips-and-solutions/light-painting101?BI=572&kw=&c3api=0980,144904813854&gclid=CIq8o5b43NQCFYs2gQodeGUBVg
2. “Light Painting Part One – the Photography” by Darlene Hildebrandt, Digital Photography School
https://digital-photography-school.com/light-painting-part-one-the-photography/
3. “Light Painting Part Two – Photoshop” by Darlene Hildebrandt, Digital Photography School
https://digital-photography-school.com/light-painting-part-two-photoshop/
4. Light Painting Brushes Tutorials
https://lightpaintingbrushes.com/pages/light-painting-tutorials

